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As more families celebrate Halloween at home, they&#x92;ll need these original ideas for parties,

crafts, decorating, games, and recipes. Dozens of easy-to-decorate pumpkin ideas, costumes for

the whole family, delicious treats to concoct, and decorating ideas to scare them silly in this bright

collection of Halloween fun.60 craft and decorating ideas for families.30 delicious, fun-to-prepare

recipes.Step-by-step photos and instructions.A variety of easy techniques, including decoupage,

pumpkin carving, pumpkin painting, paper folding, and costume-making (few sewing skills

required!).
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Don't believe the reader from Palmyra. This book is great. I made the pumpkin on the cover (my

kids helped bend the solder) and several others in the book. They all got rave reviews at our

halloween party. The crafts are unusual, but not difficult, the recipes are good and the book's

presentation of all the crafts is top-notch. I own over 25 Halloween craft books and this is one of the

first I'll reach for each year. I can't wait to ready the new book in this series "Halloween Fun".

we just love halloween and we like this book cause it has some very cool things to make and we like

to add different things each year. plus it is a very fun way to get the whole family involved and have

some fun and grow stronger. thanks



This book was a total disappointment . I expected creative adult halloween ideas--things I would

want to keep year after year.There were only 2 projects I found interesting-the halloween tree trims

& the silver swirl pumpkin(the cover pumpkin) However,If you are looking for very simple ideas

geared towards little children---this book may be what your looking for. The best thing I can say

about this book is it only cost me 1.49.

I have 2 or 3 books from BHG in my Halloween library, and I doubt there will ever be another one

added, unless it's a gift. There's nothing more frustrating to me than buying a book and finding that

I've seen half of the ideas before in other publications. A close second is finding that I've paid for a

book that has nothing in it I can use.

I dont actually own this book, but I rent it from the library every time I go! (I'm gonna just buy my

own.) It has tons of wonderful Ideas and crafts to make. Step by step intructions and full color

illistrations really make this book great. The ideas are very creative and exciting. I cant wait to try

out these ideas next Halloween!

I found not a single usable idea in this book. The ideas are decidedly unimaginative and the results

quite ugly. A friend bought this for me at a bargain shop without looking inside--thank goodness she

spent only $2 for it. Even that was a waste.

This book contains a few good ideas, but none that I would use. Best used for decorating your

house for a pre-schooler's Halloween party. More CUTE than scary. Contains nice color photos and

easy directions.

If you enjoy this holiday as much as I do you will like this book as much as I do. There are some

very new and exciting ideas in this book. It certainly puts a new twist on things. There are so many

ways to expand on the ideas presented. You will have hours of fun going through this book and

creating these wonderful delights.
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